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Welcome and Thanks



What is Curriculum Mapping?

• Good curriculum design
• Begins at the end: What do we want our 

students to know and do when they complete a 
program?

• = Program Learning Outcomes (PLOs)
• “Mapping” = aligning courses and CLOs to PLOs
• Sets up efficient and effective assessment 

planning and implementation
• PLOs assessed indirectly through CLOs if aligned 

and planned well

Curriculum Mapping

Thoughtfully and deliberately aligns 
course SLOs (CLOs) and assignments 
to PLOs. PLO’s should be introduced, 

practiced, and assessed in the 
program curriculum.

Program Student Learning 
Outcomes (PLOs)

Measurable learning outcomes that 
define what will know and do when 
they complete a program (often a 

degree or certificate). 



Why are we doing this?
• Good curriculum design

• Moving away from “my course” to “our ___ program.”
• Holistic view of how courses and other educational 

experiences fit
• Learning outcomes development history: CLOs and PLOs 

developed separately at different points in time
• Little evidence of PLO assessment at TMCC
• 2020 NWCCU Standards: PLO assessment is the focus

• 1.C.5 The institution engages in an effective system of 
assessment to evaluate the quality of learning in its programs. 
The institution recognizes the central role of faculty to establish 
curricula, assess student learning, and improve instructional 
programs. 

• Also see 1.C.1 and 1.C.3
• Next visit 2022 – must show evidence

Curriculum Mapping

Thoughtfully and deliberately aligns 
course SLOs (CLOs) and assignments 
to PLOs. PLO’s should be introduced, 

practiced, and assessed in the 
program curriculum.

Program Student Learning 
Outcomes (PLOs)

Measurable learning outcomes that 
define what will know and do when 
they complete a program (often a 

degree or certificate). 



Curriculum Map1,2,3

• A visual alignment 
between a program’s 
student learning 
outcomes (PSLOs) 
and its course 
curriculum

• 2-dimensional 
matrix with PSLOs 
on one axis and 
courses or CSLOs on 
the other axis

1. Kasimatis, M. Presentation: Curriculum Maps. Loyola Marymount University.
2. Jankowski, N. Presentation: Mapping Learning Outcomes: What You Map is What You See. 12 Sep 2014. National Institute for Learning Outcomes Assessment (NILOA)
3. Allen, M. Assessing Academic Programs in Higher Education. 2004. Jossey-Bass Publishing. San Francisco. 



Questions That Mapping Can Answer2

• Are all PLOs addressed? In a logical order? 
• Do all the key courses address at least one PLO?
• Do some PLOs get more coverage than others? Is that intentional?
• Are all PLOs first introduced and then practiced/reinforced?
• Are students expected to show high levels of learning too early?
• Do students get practice on all the PLOs before being assessed near the end of a 

program?
• Do multiple offerings of the same course address the same PLOs, at the same levels?
• Do all students, regardless of which electives they choose, experience a coherent 

progression and coverage of all PLOs?
• What do electives, individually and collectively, contribute to the achievement of 

PLOs? Do all electives need to contribute?
• What additional learning experiences contribute to PLOs? Include in map?

2. Jankowski, N. Presentation: Mapping Learning Outcomes: What You Map is What You See. 12 Sep 2014. National Institute for Learning Outcomes Assessment (NILOA).



Faculty Presentations . . .

Cate Edlebeck - Nursing
Mark Maynard - English
Sam Byington - Transportation Technologies



English Department
Find your “hidden programs”
• non-degree, non-certificate
sequence of courses with a common goal in mind
• aligned with institutional goals



English Department
Reverse Engineering
- define what you want the sequence 
of courses to achieve
- develop the milestones 
to create course outcomes

- Bloom’s Taxonomy



English Department
Mission:The mission of the TMCC first-year composition program is to serve a diverse student community with a 
focus on success in academic English: complex critical reading, thinking, composition, and information literacy.

Program Learning Outcomes
[By the end of ENG 102/114]
Students will be able to
A--demonstrate the use of college-level standards of academic
English.
B--identify and utilize purpose, audience, and structure of different
types of writing.
C--apply common formats and citation conventions systematically
in their own work.
D--conduct research that shows the ability to synthesize, use fairly, and credit the ideas
of others.
E--produce coherent, well-supported arguments.
F--practice the writing process such as: prewriting, drafting, revising, giving and using feedback, and editing.
G--utilize analysis, synthesis, interpretation and the evaluation of ideas, information, situations, and texts



Transportation Department



Transportation Department



Transportation Department



Your Task: Go Forth and Map . . .

Draft map from 
blank template

Department 
discussion(s)

Consensus 
building

Level 1 Map – Where do we address? Level 2 Map – At what level do we address?
PSLOs

Courses
PSLO

1
PSLO 

2
PSLO

3 
PSLO 
4 . . .

Course/CLO 1 x
Course/CLO 2 x
Course/CLO 3 x
Course/CLO 4 x x
. . . 

PSLOs

Courses
PSLO

1
PSLO 

2
PSLO

3 
PSLO 
4 . . .

Course/CLO 1 I I
Course/CLO 2 I
Course/CLO 3 I R
Course/CLO 4 R M R
. . . 

I = introduced
R = reinforced
M = mastered

Submit by 
October 1, 2020



Department Room Assignments

Red Mountain (RDMT)

RDMT 210 - Nutrition
RDMT 214 - Nursing
RDMT 252 - Biology & CHS
RDMT 253 - Physical Sciences
RDMT 408 - Dental Hygiene
RDMT 414 - Dental Assisting



Department Room Assignments

Sierra (SIER)

SIER 100 - Public Safety
SIER 105 - Business, History, PSC
SIER 107 - Vet Tech.
SIER 114 - CNA and CLS
SIER 116 - Social Sciences
SIER 204 - Technical Sciences

SIER 208 - Visual & Performing Arts
SIER 209 - Radiology
SIER 211 - Mathematics
SIER 212 - English
SIER 213 - Humanities
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